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Maori Wars.
up mountains and through dense bush, and suffering much
from shortage of supplies and lack of adequate and suitable
transport. Eventually his enemies vanished before him into
the mountains, whence they periodically issued in forays and
raids against Cameron's detachments pushed out to observe
them, on more^than one occasion inflicting serious loss. The
campaign had in fact trailed away into indecisiveness, and the
result of our lack of success quickly made itself felt in the
spread of trouble to the south-eastern and western quarters of
the island. In the former area our troops suffered a costly
set-back at the Gate ' < pah *', which
delayed the final settlement with
the insurgents. In the west our
task was rendered one of almost
insuperable difficulty by the rise of
a fanatical sect known as the Hau-
haus, who added religious fuel to
the political flames, and by serious
friction between the civil and mili-
tary authorities over the policy to
be followed in dealing with the
Maoris, An ambitious project for
converging operations in the early
months of 1865 by two columns
from Taranaki and Wanganui
against the heart of the revolted
district^ came to nothing. Event-
ually Cameron gave way to Chute,
who, resolved in future to ab-
stain from direct assaults on the
Maori" pahs ", undertook an offen-
sive westwards from Wanganui in
January 1865, which finally led
him right round through the whole
of the disaffected area to Taranaki,
and broke the back of the hostile resistance. On the con-
clusion of his inarch the final stamping out of the revolt was
quickly accomplished, after the withdrawal of the regular
forces before mentioned, by the colonists themselves, and by
the end of the year peace had been restored throughout the
island. -
3. The Third Maori War, 1868-1870.—Two years later
fresh disturbances were caused by the activities of certain
outkw chiefs and their bands, who, from their fastnesses in the
mountains, began raiding and murdering in the scattered settle-
ments along the eastern and south-western coasts. These

